Early flight timeline
Print and cut-out the labels and information panels below. Use them to make a timeline of
early flight. Blank panels can be used by children to research and extend the timeline.
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Montgolfier brothers make the first

Sir George Cayley builds a glider

human flight in a hot air balloon. The

that carries an adult passenger.

first flight lasted just a few minutes

Cayley develops a range of flying

and the balloon stayed tied to the

machines and investigates different

ground to stop it floating away.

designs for wings.

1903

1908

The Wright brothers make the
first flight in a powered
aeroplane. It lasts just 12seconds

Therese Peltier is the first woman

and the aeroplane travels only

to pilot an aeroplane.

40metres.

1910

1912

Count Ferdinand von Zeppelin leads

The Royal Flying Corps are formed.

the development of large airships.

Early aircraft included this Bristol

They become known as Zeppelins.

fighter. This leads to the formation
of the Royal Air Force on 1 April
1918.

1914

1915 and 1916

German Zeppelins drop bombs on
Britain. The first raids hit Great
Yarmouth, Kings Lynn and
World War I begins.

Norfolk. Raids in 1916 hit London
and other places, including
Cleethorpes, Derby, Scunthorpe
and Loughborough in the East
Midlands.

1916

1917 and 1918

Lieutenant William Leefe Robinson

The German Army develops large

pilots the first aeroplane to shoot

bomber aircraft that are able to

down an airship over Britain. He

drop bombs on targets in Britain.

becomes a hero and is awarded the

Raids on London kill children in a

Victoria Cross medal.

London school.

1918

1918

The Royal Flying Corps and Royal
Naval Air Service are joined to
form the Royal Air Force (RAF).

World War I ends.

Long-range bombers are
developed to attack German
cities.

1912

1909

Louis Bleriot becomes the first
person to fly from France to

Harriet Quimby flies from England

England across the English

to France to become the first woman

Channel. He wins a prize of
£1,000.

to fly solo across the English
Channel.

1919

Captain John Alcock and
Lieutenant Arthur Brown are the
first to fly non-stop across the
Atlantic ocean. They fly from
Canada to Ireland in a modified
Vickers Vimy bomber.

